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MAY DAY 2016 

 

NO CELEBRATION FOR THE WORKERS OF ETHIOPIA 

 

As the world observes International Workers' Day (May Day 2016), workers in 

Ethiopia have little to celebrate or to observe with happiness. The conditions of 

Ethiopian workers have worsened from year to year under the repressive rule of a 

one ethnic based regime in Addis Abeba, 

 

 No right to organize unions independently; 

 Unions controlled by the regime; 

 Workers wages frozen while inflation increases year after year; 

 Foreign companies treat workers as slaves and (for example the Chinese 
companies) have been even given the right to beat workers; 

 Serious absence of democracy has impacted badly of the fate of workers; 

 Despite deceptive propaganda about economic progress, Ethiopia remains 
impoverished (more than 10 million facing starvation/famine), workers of 
Ethiopia are one of the poverty stricken in Africa itself. 

Foreign governments support the regime in Ethiopia because it has allied with them 

and presents itself as part of the so called anti terror coalition. Inside Ethiopia, it 

rules by force, rigs elections (it claimed it won the last general election by 100 

percent!), represses even the legal opposition, holds close to 50,000 political 

prisoners, is one of the worst predators of the free press, kills protestors, is an active 

supporter of the land grab by Chinese and Arab companies, practices ethnic 

cleansing, is massively corrupt, engages in ethnic discrimination and more. The 

ethnic regime has sacked thousands of workers to give their place to members of its 

own Tigrean ethnic group. Workers attempting to strike have been met with 

repression and the so called Labor Law is one of the most restrictive in the world. 

 

May Day 2016 finds Ethiopian workers as oppressed and miserable as before. We 

call on all worker friendly forces in the world to support the Ethiopian workers' 

ongoing struggle for their rights and democracy. We call upon all the people to put 

pressure on their government not to support and aid the totalitarian regime in 

Addis Abeba . The fiction of economic progress or the false statistics should not be 

allowed to hide the grim reality faced by workers and the people of Ethiopia. 

 

Support the struggle of Ethiopian workers for their basic rights! 
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